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Abstract 
 
IoT connects various wireless nodes by having embedded network 

comprising of sensors and other computational devices. Sensor nodes 

deployed in IoT devices are capable of performing sensing, collecting, 

aggregating and transferring functionalities. Energy conservation of sensor 

nodes in IoT device becomes a primary factor to achieve sustained 

communication. IoT applications demand effective routing methods like 

cluster-based among sensor nodes, which effectively transfers the 

information to the destination system. Data Aggregation via Accountable 

Cluster Head (DAACH) technique constructs clusters among nodes and 

monitoring of these nodes in transferring of information to the sink is carried 

out through Accountable Cluster Head (ACH). Data aggregation 

functionality is carried by ACH node. In this paper, routing path formed via 

tree structure is used to communicate the information and shows an 

improvement in network lifetime of IoT devices. 

 
Keywords: Accountable Cluster Head, Data Aggregation, Hierarchical 
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1 Introduction 
 

All smart city applications utilize Internet of Things (IoT) inbuilt with 

sensor nodes and other devices to collect and examine the data [1-3]. The 

collected and analyzed data from devices serve as a major source in running 

various IoT applications. Sensor nodes become integral part of IoT devices 

and require effective communication from deployed sensors to the 

destination. Sensor devices are employed in IoT applications like health 

monitoring, environment pollution monitoring, forest fire detection, military 

and many others [4-5]. Figure 1 shows an IoT system model consisting of 

sensor nodes, sink and gateway node which can connect the user application 

using internet. The connection establishment to end user should be 

continuous and uninterrupted with sufficient battery life of sensor nodes.   
 

 
Figure 1 IoT System Model 

 

In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), process of information delivery 

occurs from a monitoring entity to the field destined [6]. Information that is 

sensed and processed from one point should be communicated to the destined 

system effectively by utilizing data aggregation techniques. One of the 

structured way of achieving aggregation is by assimilating cluster techniques. 

Cluster construction among nodes is done in order to aggregate the sensed  
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data.  The aggregation function allows an accountable and fault free node to 

collect parameters of the application. 

Aggregator node concatenates the collected information of all its member 

nodes. Avoiding redundant information transfer can be done by utilizing 

aggregator node which collects the information on a periodic basis [7-11]. 

Information via aggregator nodes are routed effectively by utilizing effective 

routing architecture for connecting different aggregator nodes to the sink 

[12][28][29]. 

Malicious attack may occur in the cluster and defective monitoring head 

or aggregator node may be chosen which fails to accumulate the information. 

This results in large amount of energy depletion among sensor nodes in IoT 

devices. Due to failure of principal nodes, network parameters get disturbed 

and overall performance of the network reduces [13-16]. Few routing 

topologies increase the overhead in a network by introducing delay in 

yielding the information [17-18].  

The proposed DAACH technique can be utilized to examine the sensors 

deployed in a network by energy conservative information routing. 

Hierarchical routing techniques like Cluster formation is done for the 

deployed sensor nodes and one cluster head is chosen which has highest 

residual energy among the nodes. The chosen cluster head aggregates and 

life of this node is strengthened by utilizing alternate accountable aggregator 

node. Accountable aggregator node takes the responsibility during attack or 

energy failure at cluster head node. In IoT applications, Tree formation 

connects cluster heads for routing of information from IoT sensor devices to 

the considered sink.  

Motivation: Aggregation of information for establishing communication in 

IoT has proved one of the effective methods in energy conservation. Tree 

routing via reliable nodes helps in achieving liable communication path in 

WSNs and supports uninterrupted services to IoT application. Clustering 

schemes should incorporate fault detection for identifying failed aggregator 

nodes to provide seamless connectivity in the network.  

Contribution: Clustering of nodes in DAACH technique helps the 

network in attaining productive energy utilization. Failure of aggregator node 

is unaffected for the communication in DAACH technique. Tree structure 

routing adopted in DAACH technique assists the nodes in retaining energy, 

by constructing effective path establishment to sink node. Unnecessary 

overhead involved during routing is reduced by utilizing Tree topology 

routing.  

Organisation: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related work 

pertaining to IoT application, communication and different routing 

topologies of WSNs are considered in section 2. Section 3 presents the 

proposed DAAC technique. Network simulation of the proposed work is 

explained in section 4. Result analysis of the proposed technique is explained 

in section 5. Conclusions of the proposed DAACH technique are discussed in 

last session. 
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2 Related Work 
 

Rahman et al., [19] proposed a new scheme for achieving QoS in Internet 

of Things networks. Data aggregation techniques are used to reduce the 

power consumption. In this scheme, quality awareness aggregation 

techniques are proposed. Cluster based data routing methods effectively 

decreases the power consumption in redundant data transfer. CHs of each 

cluster connect the sink by utilising tree formation during communication. 

This technique of QoS aware data aggregation helps to achieve better QoS by 

increasing network lifetime, reducing delay and effective bandwidth 

utilization. This method focuses on achieving QoS but fails to consider 

cluster communication breakdown, due to failure of CH in the network.  

     Heinzelman et al., [20]proposed data aggregation technique using 

LEACH protocol. Here, functionality of aggregating element is on the 

sharing basis and CH responsibility is assigned to one of the node in each 

round. It enhances the network lifetime by aggregating the data collected 

from all its member nodes in the given cluster. Random number selection is 

done between 0 and 1 and is compared with the threshold value considered to 

assign the responsibility of CH node. The main drawback of this LEACH 

technique is in the selection of CH node even with lesser amount of residual 

energy and this leads to unbalanced energy consumption in the network.     

     Geetha et al., [21] proposed an improvised technique of LEACH that is 

able to achieve energy balancing in the network. Since CHs data transfer to 

sink is directly achieved from each of the nodes in the clusters. Energy 

exhausted out in these CHs are more and this protocol fall short in achieving 

energy efficient system. Providing defect detective mechanism is required for 

proper execution of CH functionality in the network. 

 Fan et al., [22] proposed an algorithm for Narrow Band IoT (NB-IoT). 

The complex services of NB-IoT are addressed by sectoring the network into 

different clusters. This algorithm avoids preamble collision occurrence 

probability in the network and inturn enhances network efficiency. Semi-

Markov model is used to examine reliability of the proposed algorithm. For 

validation of the algorithm backoff window, retransmission count and 

forbidden access factor are preferred.  

Ilias et al., [23] finds an effective algorithm to reduce the cost involved in 

transmission of information for IoT devices. On behalf of all the devices 

powered with extra features, a gateway device is fully powered. All other 

devices perform only the transceiver functionality and incorporate low cost 

equipments for its transceiver work. This method provides reduced cost of 

connected device and achieving higher QoS is called as Integer Linear 

Program. 

      Mohamed [24] et al., presented a method to effectively achieve QoS and 

provide effective utilization of energy for IoT service platform. 

Lexicographic optimization technique is used to identify the available 

services QoS range essential for customer’s satisfaction. Customer’s priority, 
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QoS level and the energy consumption is taken into consideration for 

choosing the IoT services. This method does not address service failure 

during run-time of the IoT applications.  

    Robert et al., [25] adapted virtual ecosystem in IoT systems.  Two 

different approaches adapted include: (i) Two devices interact directly and 

(ii) a supervisor entity to monitor the interaction of two devices. To evaluate 

the performance of the above approaches, real Testbed for IoT devices are 

considered. Lightweight virtualization provides wide set of IoT applications 

and enables to have a required hypothesis level. Further, this work considers 

multiple containers being present on one device. For a given IoT testbed 

environment, more number of devices is to be addressed. 

Problem Statement 

Aggregation of data by a CH node becomes the vital functionality in 

WSNs [26-27]. Guaranteed service has to be rendered by the CH and 

authentication of CH is equally important. Possibility of fault existence in the 

considered CH may occur and harm the routing of information. Different 

Routing architectures may fail providing efficient routing path from 

aggregator nodes to sink. If inefficient routing protocols are considered then 

there will be an increase in the delay during transmission of information from 

sensor nodes to sink.  

The main objective of adapting DAACH technique is to: 

(i)Construct the clusters and choose accountable cluster head for effective  

communication by avoiding cluster head failure.  

(ii)Avoid battery drain out of accountable Cluster Head by considering 

effective routing topology in the network. 

Assumptions:  

(i)In the network, n of number randomly deployed nodes N1, N2, N3... Nn 

are considered. 

(ii)Single static sink node is considered. 

 

3 Proposed Network Model 
 

Figure 2 shows the proposed model of DAACH technique. LEACH 

protocol is employed for the cluster creation and node having highest 

retained energy is elected to function as CH [24-25]. Functionality of all 

nodes connected in the network can be classified as an aggregator or CH 

node, defective CH node, Regular Sensor node and Accountable Cluster 

Head node. Regular node in a cluster transmits data to the CH whose 

distance is dnn_nch apart. Distance dnn_nch is given by the equation, 

        √         
           

           (1) 

 

where, (aN1, aN2) and (bN1, bN2) are deployed positions of nodes N1 and N2.  
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Energy exhausted at the radio for transmission of x-bits is given by, 

   (         )                      
 ,                 

 

   (         )                      
                     

Energy exhausted at the radio for receiving of x-bits is given by,  

              (         )                                     (4) 

                (         )                                        

where, Efsm = Energy required for free space model, Empf = Energy 

considered for multi-path fading and EEB = Energy consumption per bit.  

Figure 2 shows the steps involved in DAACH technique for energy 

conservative data transfer. DAACH algorithm is capable of identifying the 

defect in CH failure. If there are no detection of CH failures, transmission via 

tree topology network is carried out. As many IoT environment demands 

cluster model for data communication, clustering techniques prove one of the 

energy efficient way in aggregating and transferring of information. CH 

responsibility becomes the prime functionality which accumulates and 

transfers information of all its member nodes. 

During running of IoT application, CH which is a prime node of a cluster 

may stop functioning and becomes defective. All its cluster members are 

notified with this failure since, it stops sending acknowledgement to the 

member nodes. Sink node identifies the defect in one of the CH as it is not 

updated with information of one cluster by CH. This failure creates one 

accountable CH (ACH) which holds the responsibility of the defect occurred 

CH.  

 

 
 

Figure 2 Flowchart of DAACH Technique 
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Non-Defective node with highest residual energy becomes ACH. 

DAACH technique involves Tree construction in its topology for data 

exchange between sender and receiver. This topology constructs route to the 

sink via heads of various cluster. Data aggregation save energy of redundant 

data transfer and demands probe for free path during each and every bit 

transfer of information. 

This path finding analysis at the sink node can be overcome in tree 

topology since, it has path details obtained that are connecting different CHs 

via tree topology. 

When one of the CH is malfunctioning, sink is aware of its failure and 

updates the tree topology connecting ACH to replace defective CH. This 

newly elected ACH aggregates the details of its defect CHs cluster members 

and communicates to sink using tree topology network 
 

3.1 Tree Topology Formation 
 

Figure 3 shows the DAACH architecture and the logical tree construction 

created by the sink node. Exchange of information from cluster heads to base 

station takes place with lesser energy consumption thereby reducing 

overhead of the network. Tree topology constructs the path that connects all 

cluster heads with the base station. To initiate topology construction, sink 

node requests all CHs to respond to the control message being 

communicated. Control message received by the CH consists of fields such 

as Node ID, CH Energy, Type of node (Defective or Fault free Node) and 

distance from sink.  If failure (Defective CH) present in the system, sink 

node and member nodes are to be aware of this fault. When fault is not been 

identified by the sink or member node, it waits for a specified time gap and 

checks member nodes and sink to learn the failure of CH. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Architecture of DAACH Technique 
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If the members are still not aware of failure then, energy authentication 

check of member nodes is carried out. 

 

ALGORITHM 1: LOGICAL TREE CONSTRUCTION IN DAACH 

Input 

Antecedent Node : Previous Higher Level Node of ACH/CH. 

Node Reference Number : Reference number of the ACHs/CHs. 

Energy Level : Residual energy level of the ACH/CH nodes 

Location : Distance of ACH/CH from Sink node 

 

1. Broadcasting tree_construction_msg generated from sink node (CH/ACH 

Reference ID, Antecedent Node, Energy Level, Location) 

2. Tree_Construction_msg to sink node (Sink Reference ID, nil, Infinite 

Energy, Level_0) 

3. Schedule of TDMA for construction of ACH/CH node 

4. if (No transmission to sink node from ACH/CH) then 

5. Turn off the radio 

6. else 

7. Transfer of aggregated data to the node located at higher level in the 

direction of sink 

8. end if 

 

Algorithm1 shows the logical tree construction in DAACH technique. 

Here, the steps involved in broadcasting, tree construction and transfer of 

information in DAACH technique is presented. Node reference id, 

Antecedent Node, its residual energy and location are the parameters 

considered for routing using tree formation.  

 

3.2 Energy Authentication Check Process 
 

Energy Authentication Check Process consists of validation of energy 

consumption and irregular energy consumption during node failure is 

detected in DACCH method. 

Energy consumption during clustering communication is given by, 

                                                         (6) 

where,      = Count of Aggregator nodes in the network. 

    = Energy requirement by these Aggregator Nodes. 

     = Count of sleeping nodes. 

     = Energy required by sleeping nodes. 

   includes energy spent for data aggregation and processing to reach the 

destination.  

The optimal count of aggregator node required can be calculated by 

taking the derivation of energy consumption with respect to      to zero, 
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            √
            

      
                                (7) 

where,        and       are the waking and unpaired nodes count. 

 

Any node probability to function as AN in a round is given by, 

        
       

       
                                           (8) 

Abnormal functionality of a node is detected by energy consumption rate 

variation. 

                   
|  

    
   |

  
                                                            (9) 

For a given threshold value TH, if      exceeds the threshold value TH, 

nodes are considered to be functioning abnormally and trust metric of object 

node is set to 0. Therefore, the energy authentication check in this technique 

is expressed as:                   

                                                                    

                                     ) 

where,        represents energy authentication check process of 

node i to j,      is the residual energy ratio of node, threshold set for residual 

energy is given by TRH and     is the energy consumption metric called as 

energy consumption threshold. This energy authentication check process can 

reveal the failure of chosen head and determines malfunctioning of the 

network. 

Authentication check carried out reveals the validity of member 

nodes. It selects the existing defective CH as failed node. This substantiates 

the defective CH’s and chooses ACH node in the cluster. One of the member 

node in a cluster is ACH, which is elected during the failure occurrence in a 

given cluster by a sink node when members in a cluster reveals about the 

failure occurrence. Selected ACH initiates the data aggregation function and 

collects the data of cluster member nodes. CHs and ACHs are connected via 

tree network topology. Tree topology provides successful data transmission 

from sender to receiver via CHs and ACHs. 

 

4 Network Simulation 
 

Table 1 DAACH Simulation Parameters 

Symbols Quantity 

Area deployment of sensor nodes  300 x 300 m
2
 

Number of fixed Nodes 300 

Sink Node  Static 

Sink Node Location 150/80m 

 Packet Size 500 bytes 

Bandwidth 1 Mbps 

Delay  40µs 

Initial Node Energy 5J 
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NS-2 platform is used to conduct the simulation of DAACH technique. 

Throughput, Number of Alive nodes, Average Energy Consumption and 

delay of the proposed method are compared with various routing algorithms. 

Table 1 shows the simulation parameters considered for proposed DAACH 

technique. 

 

5 Performance Analysis 
 

Performance analysis of proposed DAACH protocol for IoT sensor 

devices is evaluated for QoS metrics. DAACH protocol steps are compared 

with existing methods like LEACH, LEACH-C and QADA. 

 

5.1 Throughput in Kbps over Number of Nodes  
 

The proposed DAACH method assimilates the tree routing architecture 

connecting CHs and ACHs in case of defective CH. 

        Proposition of ACH is able to process the data packets at a faster rate by 

enabling CH failure detection and avoidance techniques. LEACH, LEACH-C 

and QADA techniques throughput rate is less since possibility of CH failure 

exists in the system. Although Tree formation routing is present in QADA 

techniques, it has no accountability on area head and looses few packets due 

to CH failure. LEACH and LEACH-C shows comparatively lesser 

throughput compared to QADA and DAACH techniques. The throughput 

comparison of different algorithm like LEACH, LEACH-C, QADA and 

DAACH is as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4 Throughput in Kbps 
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Figure 5 Energy Consumption in Joules 

 

5.2 Energy Consumption in Joules over Simulation Time in 
Seconds 

 

Average energy consumption of existing methods with DAACH is 

shown in Figure 5. The cluster construction probability and choosing of CH 

is energy consuming and causes LEACH to lose its energy faster than other 

methods. LEACH-C utilizes sink node for cluster creation and head 

selection. Whereas DAACH utilizes effective routing architecture, where tree 

structure path is adopted. QADA technique constructs the tree routing but 

does not choose accountable CH. Thus, DAACH method outperforms 

compared to other existing methods. 

 

5.3 Number of Alive Nodes over Simulation Time in Seconds 
 

 .  
Figure 6 Number of Alive Nodes 
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Faulty aggregator nodes increase the data packet loss and increase 

retransmission rate in the network. Thus, consumes more energy causing 

nodes to deplete their energy. Adopting DAACH algorithm gives better 

performance by having more number of alive nodes when compared with the 

existing techniques like LEACH, LEACH-C, QADA and DAACH 

techniques are shown in figure 6. 
 

5.4 Delay with Increase in Nodes 
 

 Obtained results in Figure 7 shows that the delay involved in routing of 

data packets from sender to receiver is less in DAACH method compared to 

LEACH-C, LEACH and QADA techniques.  

 
 

Figure 7 Delay in ms 

 

 Routing of packets using CHs requires more time in LEACH and 

LEACH-C. In QADA methods the time required for packet transmission is 

more than DAACH due to retransmission of data packets during fault 

occurrence and compel for creation of ACHs in the network. During each 

data packet transmission, the assembled tree structure in the network 

connects different area heads and makes rapid movement of data packets 

without exchange of control packets. This simplified routing architecture 

formed among accountable nodes proves to be more secure and provides 

transmission at a 32% greater speed when compared with other methods. 
 

5.5 Transmission Overhead for 100 Number of Nodes 
 

 DAACH technique outperforms QADA, LEACH-C and LEACH 

techniques with reference to overhead and is shown in Figure 8. Routing 

Overhead increase in QADA, LEACH and LEACH-C is mainly due to the 

retransmission of packets during node failure. DAACH technique is able to  
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detect the failure in advance before transmission of packets and chance of 

retransmission of packets is less. During node failure, the execution of path 

discovery process is eradicated in DAACH technique. 

 
Figure 8 Routing Overhead for 100 Number of Nodes 

 

      Authentication check provided during the stipulated time ensures 

safest delivery from source to destination in DAACH technique. Although, 

the overhead increases with increasing number of nodes but overhead of 

DAACH is less when compared with other techniques retransmission of 

packets during node failure. DAACH technique is able to detect the failure in 

advance before transmission of packets and chance of retransmission of 

packets is less. During node failure, the execution of path discovery process 

is eradicated in DAACH technique. Authentication check provided during 

the stipulated time ensures safest delivery from source to destination in 

DAACH technique. Although, the overhead increases with increasing 

number of nodes but overhead of DAACH is less when compared with other 

techniques. 
 

5.6 Packet Delivery Ratio for 100 Number of Nodes 
 

Successful packet delivery requires an authenticated error free path 

between sender and receiver. DAACH technique provides fault free path 

between sender and receiver since, it executes validity check of nodes based 

on the authenticated node id and trust based schemes.  

 
 

Figure 9 Packet Delivery Ratio for 100 Number of Nodes 
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For a given simulation period, Packet Delivery Ratio increases for 

increasing number of nodes and Figure 9 shows better Packet Delivery Ratio 

of 8% during execution of DAACH method compared with QADA 

techniques and even grater ratios are achieved when compared with LEACH 

and LEACH-C. 

 

6 Conclusions 
 

In this paper, DAACH algorithm is proposed which evades CH failure by 

having ACH in the network. Considered ACHs in the network enforces 

aggregation function during the downfall of CH in the cluster region. 

Communication of ACH and member nodes in the cluster with base station is 

established by considering Tree topology. Tree topology reduces the amount 

of time involved in path discovery of communicating entities. DAACH 

technique is evaluated for parameters such as throughput, energy 

consumption, delay and number of alive nodes in the network. Comparison 

of the parameters with QADA techniques and DAACH algorithm shows 

energy consumption reduction of 9% when compared with QADA 

techniques. This technique is suitable for IoT sensor devices in WSNs where 

energy consumption performance is important. 
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